Public libraries are increasingly interested in leveraging their existing technology environment and acquiring additional tools to execute outreach and marketing strategies. The integrated library system that manages the patron database plays an important role as the authoritative database of the individuals belonging to the community served by the library. The ILS patron database includes names and contact details and usually assigns general types or categories.

Targeted marketing campaigns benefit from a more granular segmentation of patron records. This segmentation can be performed algorithmically by analyzing the patron database along with additional data references regarding use patterns, inferred topical interests, or categories of interest provided by the patron.

Some type of content management tool contributes the text that will be included in each marketing campaign. This tool may be an editor to create individual message templates or a more sophisticated content management system that creates blocks of content that can be assembled and distributed across multiple channels, including the library website, newsletters, or marketing messages.

A messaging engine assembles and distributes content. This technical component processes lists of recipients, such as patrons defined within a segment; formats messages according to the context; and delivers them through the defined channels, such as e-mail or text message. The engine may also include capabilities to track messages distributed, including rejected messages; the proportions of messages read from each campaign; or other details that can be used to measure the success of the campaign and to identify errors in contact details.

This approach to marketing makes intensive use of data. Reporting and analytics play a key role in identifying areas of concern, analyzing relevant data to identify user segments, identifying strengths and weaknesses in collections, and assessing the impact of marketing activities.

Patron engagement platforms may also include additional components, such as tools for scheduling, managing, and promoting library programs or events, online patron registration or validation services, or website content management platforms.

As seen in the group of products covered in this report, the specific components included in each product suite varies. As a library considers new technology tools for improving its patron outreach initiatives, important factors include which existing components it may wish to replace or whether it is interested in adding new capabilities to its existing environment.

Coverage of each product below includes any components within a library environment it is designed to replace and any interoperability scenarios. A key consideration involves which integrated library systems are supported. Some products work only with the ILS provided by the same vendor, and some are designed to work with any major product. OCLC Wise differs from the other products in that it entirely replaces the library’s existing ILS.

Above all, libraries will consider the products with the capabilities best able to help them accomplish their strategic initiatives, such as improving outreach, boosting the number of registered patrons, increasing awareness of programs and services, or enhancing general awareness for voter initiatives or fundraising.

The development of patron engagement technologies (see figure 4.1) can be seen as one of the most important trends in the technology arena for public libraries. Previous phases of technology have focused mostly on back-office functions such as circulation, acquisitions, and cataloging. The ILS products supporting these functions have become mature with incredibly sophisticated functionality. Another wave of products was created to provide improved search and discovery interfaces for library patrons. These
products represent an important step in improving and modernizing the experience for library patrons as they access library collections and services. The next step in the progression of public library technologies takes a more proactive approach toward the community served by the library. These patron engagement technologies reach out to community members to inform and invite participation. While modeled to a certain extent on marketing platforms used in the commercial sphere, these are library-specific products. They have been tuned to carry out marketing activities with the velocity and tone appropriate for libraries rather than the more invasive and aggressive nature of commercial advertising. Products designed for libraries are also configured to respect the distinctive concern for privacy inherent in these organizations.

**Vendor Products to Support Outreach and Marketing**

Several specialized products have been developed in recent years in response to public libraries’ interest in advancing their marketing and outreach efforts. These products are designed to blend commercial marketing practices and technologies in ways that are consistent with public library requirements and sensitivities. These products have been developed to interact with technical systems used by libraries and their data structures, which differ substantially from the typical business environment.

Almost all public libraries have implemented integrated library systems, which have an abundance of capabilities for managing and providing access to library collections. These systems manage the transactional operations of the library well but generally do not have capabilities to support sophisticated, multichannel messaging and marketing activities. This new wave of library marketing solutions adds a new layer of capabilities beyond the standard areas of functionality represented in the integrated library system. These products include advanced analytics, messaging engines, capabilities to segment patrons and other recipients, and tools for creating and managing the content for each marketing event. The components and capabilities for each product differ. Some may offer optional modules for patron registration, event management, or even full website replacement.

A questionnaire was sent to the vendors offering products in this category: BiblioCommons, Patron Point, SirsiDynix, Springshare, OrangeBoy, OCLC, Innovative Interfaces, and Gale Cengage. These organizations have made public announcements regarding the availability of products supporting patron engagement or automated marketing support. While every effort was made to identify the relevant vendors and products, this list should not be taken as comprehensive for libraries evaluating these types of products. The complete responses provided by the vendor are included.

![Figure 4.1 Patron engagement technologies](image-url)
as given without extensive review of the capabilities claimed. These responses are intended to give readers a general understanding of the products. Libraries will naturally carefully review any products they consider for implementation. Tables 4.1 through 4.5 summarize the characteristics of each of the products.

### Major Products

**BiblioCommons Digital Experience Platform**

BiblioCommons specializes in technologies related to patron interfaces and services. BiblioCommons was founded in 2007 by Beth Jefferson and Patrick Kennedy and is based in Toronto, Ontario. The company was acquired in February 2020 by Volaris Group, part of Constellation Software, Inc., which is also based in Toronto.

The company launched the discovery interface now known as BiblioCore in 2009, providing for online catalogs a modern replacement with social networking characteristics. BiblioWeb, introduced in 2019 under the name WebCMS, provides the entire web presence for a library. BiblioCommons offers BiblioWeb as a distinct, separately priced product for libraries using BiblioCore. It provides tools for creating and managing content components that can be distributed on the library website in multiple contexts. BiblioWeb enables library workers without expertise in technical protocols such as HTML, CSS, and JavaScript to assemble the pages that comprise the website. BiblioEmail taps into the content components created in BiblioWeb for inclusion in marketing campaigns, producing newsletters, announcements, or brochures. BiblioWeb and BiblioEmail have converged as a single product offering. BiblioEvents is an optional and separately priced product for managing and promoting library programs and events and fully integrates with the other components of the BiblioCommons Digital Experience Platform.

BiblioCore replaces the library's existing online catalog interface. BiblioWeb replaces the entire library website. These products operate with the library’s current integrated library system. BiblioCommons does not offer a full integrated library system and will operate with any of the major products used by public libraries.

In June 2019 BiblioCommons announced BiblioEmail as its new automated marketing product:

Connecting patrons to programs and services provided by public libraries is a fundamental goal of all libraries and their stakeholders. The most effective way for libraries to connect to users is via a holistic digital experience that includes engaging content, dynamic events listings, and relevant email communications. To that end, the team at BiblioCommons is pleased to share that BiblioEmail, the email marketing tool that was released in February of 2021, is now included with

---

**Table 4.1. Comparison of components in each product**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Email / SMS Messaging</th>
<th>ILS Integration</th>
<th>Online Patron Registration</th>
<th>Patron Segmentation</th>
<th>Event Management</th>
<th>Patron Analytics</th>
<th>Collection Analytics</th>
<th>Messaging Campaigns</th>
<th>Personalization</th>
<th>Website Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BiblioCommons</td>
<td>Digital Experience Platform (DXP)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patron Point</td>
<td>Patron Point</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SirsDynix</td>
<td>Community Engagement Platform</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springshare</td>
<td>LibConnect</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OrangeBoy</td>
<td>Savannah</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCLC</td>
<td>OCLC Wise</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovative Interfaces</td>
<td>Vega Library Experience (LX) (including planned features)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gale</td>
<td>Gale Engage</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gale</td>
<td>Gale Analytics</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: ✓ = supported or included; * = optional; # = partial; ^ = planned functionality; + = through other products; – = not applicable
BiblioWeb, the most robust content management system and webpage builder for public libraries.

The ability to repurpose content that has already been created in BiblioWeb is BiblioEmail’s most notable feature. BiblioEmail intelligently pulls all of the library’s content into email campaigns and newsletter templates tailored to email subscribers’ preferred interests, location, and age groups. Libraries can create sophisticated email campaign workflows or use the pre-loaded out-of-the-box drip campaign templates.¹

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Product</th>
<th>General Description (provided by vendor)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BiblioCommons</td>
<td>Digital Experience Platform (DXP)</td>
<td>BiblioEmail and Personalized Promotions are a part of the BiblioCommons Digital Experience Platform (DXP). The DXP seamlessly integrates the patron engagement capabilities of BiblioWeb, BiblioEvents, and BiblioEmail into powerful and enriching digital experiences and touchpoints that are based on the web content management environment. In addition to providing the DXP as part of BiblioWeb, the BiblioTeam is building out functionality to make BiblioEmail and Personalized Promotions available to libraries that subscribe only to the BiblioCore catalog without BiblioWeb as well.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patron Point</td>
<td>Patron Point</td>
<td>Patron Point is a fully featured marketing automation platform, exclusively for public libraries, that connects with your ILS and other data, allowing you to segment your patrons in any number of ways based on data and harness the power of automation in your day-to-day customer messaging.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SirsiDynix</td>
<td>Community Engagement Platform</td>
<td>The Community Engagement Platform is a library marketing tool built with your needs in mind. Combine data from your ILS to strengthen and empower your library’s marketing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springshare</td>
<td>LibConnect</td>
<td>LibConnect, a unique platform marrying its existing LibCRM product’s functionality with fully featured e-mail marketing and engagement capabilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OrangeBoy</td>
<td>Savannah</td>
<td>Savannah is a cloud-based community engagement platform, backed by market-leading analytics and a team of dedicated, experienced professionals, that is designed exclusively to help you connect with your community in new, meaningful ways.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCLC</td>
<td>OCLC Wise</td>
<td>Uniquely holistic in its design, OCLC Wise combines the power of customer relationship management, a communication suite (including marketing), a smart collection analysis and recommendation engine, analytics, and user-generated content, all within the features of a 21st-century library management solution. This transformative community engagement system, which created the category, empowers libraries to strengthen current customer relationships, build new connections with the wider community, and better meet changing community needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovative Interfaces</td>
<td>Vega Library Experience (LX) platform</td>
<td>The Vega Library Experience (LX) platform is a suite of modules that provide an end-to-end experience for libraries through seamless integration with the Sierra and Polaris ILSs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Implementation Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BiblioCommons</td>
<td>Digital Experience Platform (DXP)</td>
<td>Suite of interrelated SaaS products: discovery, website management, e-mail messaging. Integrates with most ILS products.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patron Point</td>
<td>Patron Point</td>
<td>Stand-alone SaaS application. Integrates with any ILS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SirsiDynix</td>
<td>Community Engagement Platform</td>
<td>New product that works with Symphony and Horizon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springshare</td>
<td>LibConnect</td>
<td>A new product leveraging existing Springshare applications that can be integrated with any major ILS product. Major products used by academic libraries currently supported.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OrangeBoy</td>
<td>Savannah</td>
<td>SaaS application that can work with any ILS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCLC</td>
<td>OCLC Wise</td>
<td>A comprehensive system that includes patron engagement functionality and ILS capabilities. OCLC Wise replaces the library’s existing ILS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovative Interfaces</td>
<td>Vega Library Experience (LX) platform</td>
<td>A web-based platform that operates with Sierra or Polaris. Vega Discovery serves as a discovery interface; other modules will address website and outreach capabilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gale</td>
<td>Gale Engage</td>
<td>A suite of analytical tools that can use data extracted from any ILS.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Table 4.4. Product introduction dates and installation counts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Year Introduced</th>
<th>Implementations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BiblioCommons</td>
<td>Digital Experience Platform (DXP)</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Total DXP: 57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patron Point</td>
<td>Patron Point</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Patron Point: 57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SirsiDynix</td>
<td>Community Engagement Platform</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>SirsiDynix Symphony: 57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springshare</td>
<td>LibConnect</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>SirsiDynix Horizon: 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OrangeBoy</td>
<td>Savannah</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>TLC Carl.X: 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCLC</td>
<td>OCLC Wise</td>
<td>2018 (US only)</td>
<td>OCLC Wise: 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovative Interfaces</td>
<td>Vega Library Experience (LX) platform</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Gaga: 24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.5. Major ILS products supported**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Alma</th>
<th>Symphony</th>
<th>Horizon</th>
<th>Sierra</th>
<th>Polaris</th>
<th>Library Solution</th>
<th>Carl X</th>
<th>Koha</th>
<th>Evergreen</th>
<th>Spydus</th>
<th>Apollo</th>
<th>Atrium</th>
<th>OCLC Wise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BiblioCommons</td>
<td>Digital Experience Platform (DXP)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patron Point</td>
<td>Patron Point</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SirsiDynix</td>
<td>Community Engagement Platform</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springshare</td>
<td>LibConnect</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OrangeBoy</td>
<td>Savannah</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCLC</td>
<td>OCLC Wise</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovative Interfaces</td>
<td>Vega Library Experience (LX) platform</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VENDOR RESPONSES**

How Is Your Marketing Application Offered?

- **Delivered as functionally based on a web content management environment?** Yes. We provide the Digital Experience Platform (DXP) as part of BiblioWeb.
- **Other?** We are also developing an option for libraries who do not use BiblioWeb to utilize the DXP as part of the BiblioCore discovery layer.

Platform (DXP). The DXP seamlessly integrates the patron engagement capabilities of BiblioWeb, BiblioEvents, and BiblioEmail into powerful and enriching digital experiences and touchpoints that are based on the web content management environment. In addition to providing the DXP as part of BiblioWeb, the BiblioTeam is building out functionality to make BiblioEmail and Personalized Promotions available to libraries that only subscribe to the BiblioCore catalog without BiblioWeb as well.

Which ILS Products Does Your Product Support?

BiblioCommons is ILS vendor-agnostic. We currently support integrations with iii Sierra, iii Polaris, SirsiDynix Symphony, SirsiDynix Horizon, TLC Carl.X, and Evergreen.

Included or Optional Components

- **Event management system?** BiblioEvents is included with the DXP. It is available for an additional fee to all libraries using BiblioCore who are not currently subscribed to the DXP.
- **Room booking application?** BiblioEvents integrates with Springshare’s LibCal for room bookings, and customers can also purchase LibCal via BiblioCommons through an agreement with Springshare.
- **Patron registration service?** Patron registration functionality will be available in 2022.
- **Analytics and data visualizations**
  - **Messaging/marketing performance?** Yes.
  - **Library use analytics (describe general**
categories of library activities covered)?
Yes. Patron visits, content engagement, general patron online activity, patron engagement, i.e., holds placed, items placed on shelves, lists visited, most popular lists, and more.

- Full website replacement with an integrated content management system (CMS).
- Other? Content marketing within the catalog and beyond via “Personalized Promotions.” Personalized Promotions features visually rich cards promoting the library’s online resources, services, events, blog posts, recommendation lists, and more, based on the patron’s search terms, taxonomies, and more. Personalized Promotions started as a pilot project with Chicago Public Library to test the concept, and the results showed that Personalized Promotions significantly improved the awareness of library services and collections beyond promotions via social media channels. Personalized Promotions will be implemented at no additional cost to all libraries using the BiblioCommons DXP, and plans are underway to build out a module that libraries using just the BiblioCore catalog could subscribe to elements of the DXP as well. The next research project regarding Personalized Promotions will apply machine learning to further enhance patrons’ awareness of all that the library offers without sacrificing patron privacy.

Implementation Process
Please describe the general steps involved with implementing your solution, such as configuration, ILS integration, data transfers, etc.
Implementing BiblioEmail involves:

- Planning and preparation
- Training and set-up
- Segment migration and template creation
- Staff preview
- Public launch

A BiblioEmail implementation is estimated at about four months and can be completed alongside a BiblioWeb implementation or implemented separately later.

In 2022, BiblioCommons will be building out an ILS account integration with the BiblioEmail marketing component of the DXP. The process will be fully automated (currently, an ILS export is required).

One of the advantages of the BiblioCommons DXP is the integration and content repurpose-ability between BiblioWeb, BiblioEvents, BiblioCore, and BiblioEmail so that creating and managing personalized e-mail marketing campaigns do not require cutting and pasting content but rather leveraging existing content and images and taxonomies from BiblioWeb, BiblioCore, and BiblioEvents.

Services or Tools to Optimize Product Impact
As part of the standard implementation, BiblioCommons provides consulting for e-mail marketing best practices at no additional cost. Additionally, many resources are available in various formats, including:

- Training sessions
- Best practice articles
- Guides and templates
- Live and recorded webinars
- User group meetups

What channels does the application use for distribution of messages to recipients?

- E-mail? Yes.
- SMS messaging? Not currently planned.
- iMessage? Not currently planned.
- Library’s website.
- Library’s catalog.
- Library’s mobile apps (planned for 2022).

Are there per-message charges incurred?
No, there are no per-message charges incurred.

Patron Privacy
Describe what elements from the patron record of the ILS are incorporated into the application.
First name, last name, e-mail address, card expiry date.

Is there an opt-in mechanism to enable transfer of patron data?

- For new e-mail subscribers: The user subscribes and chooses preferences.
- For existing ILS contacts with e-mail addresses: The library controls the subscription status.

Is there an opt-out mechanism to disable transfer of patron data?
Patrons can choose to unsubscribe or update their preferences.

Which is used by default?

- Opt-in?
- Opt-out?
- Specified by the library? Yes—libraries can choose opt-in or opt-out options.

How does the application handle patron borrowing history?
Currently, BiblioCommons doesn’t leverage borrowing history for marketing purposes. Instead, patrons are able to select their preferences, such as audience, format, genre, topic, location.
Other?
BiblioCommons has a patron-facing Privacy Statement that is in the footer of all products, including the footer of e-mails that are sent. The Privacy Statement outlines how BiblioCommons uses patron information.

What other data sources are incorporated into personalization or analytics?

E-book access (overall or by specific patrons)?
Digital holds, digital checkouts, digital downloads analytics.

Website use logs?

- Extensive custom analytic events, as well as standard events (page views).
- In a pilot project with King County Library System, BiblioCommons is also exploring machine learning to produce personalized recommendations for library services. By leveraging modular content, linked metadata, and patron behavioral data, a library can predict and promote the most relevant set of content and services to patrons as they navigate the library catalog.
- Contextual user data, such as catalog search term and facets applied, are leveraged to present the most relevant Personalized Promotions.

EZproxy or other proxy server logs? Single Sign On (SSO) log-ons including EZproxy, catalog, website, and event log-in analytics.

Patron participation in library programs from event manager?
Program registrations; total attendance number/event analytics.

Other? Personalization based on user analytics (planned for 2022).

Collection Analysis
Does the application have a collection analysis component (assesses collection holdings relative to patron interests)? No.

Personalization
If the application uses topic or subject personalization, how are these categories determined?

- Manually set by patron? Yes.
- Automatically inferred from previous use of library site? Planned for 2022.
- In a pilot project with King County Library Systems, the machine learning functionality uses a patron’s profile and their contextual data and combines them with anonymized behavioral click data to predict and promote the most relevant content to increase user engagement.

What types of campaigns are supported?

- Welcome messages for newly registered patrons? Yes.
- Messages for lapsed patrons? Yes.
- Messages promoting library programs or events? Yes.
- Generation of library newsletters—general? Yes.
- Specialized newsletters or brochures? Yes.

Online Registration
How does the online registration validate residency or other requirements? Planned for 2022 (to be decided based on library requirements).

ILS Circulation Notice Replacement
Can the application replace the standard messaging functions of the circulation module of the ILS, such as sending notices for overdue items, hold notifications, almost-due notifications? On long-term road map.

External Data Sources
Can the application use external data sets in its marketing analysis or analytics, such as census data or other sources of demographic data? No.

Customer Relationship Management Integration
Does the application make use of a third-party customer CRM? No.

How Many Libraries Have Implemented Your Solution?

- BiblioWeb: Live or implementing—45
- BiblioEvents: Live or implementing—57
- Email: Live or implementing—5

Patron Point
Patron Point was established as a consultancy in 2016, originally under the name Third Chapter Partners, by Ted Fons, Gene Shimshock, and Tom Jacobson. Among other projects, the firm developed technologies to enable libraries to improve their marketing activities. This work culminated in the creation of Patron Point, now the company’s core product.

Patron Point was introduced in 2017 as an advanced marketing automation tool specifically designed for public libraries. The product was initially implemented in the United States and Canada, with later deployments in New Zealand and Australia. In 2021 the company began offering its products to public libraries in the United Kingdom and Ireland. In February 2020,
Patron Point introduced Patron Point Verify, a verification service for online patron registration.

Patron Point operates with the library’s existing integrated library system and discovery services. Libraries do not need to change these core systems to implement the marketing products and services from Patron Point.

**VENDOR RESPONSES**

How Is Your Marketing Application Offered?
As a stand-alone product—SaaS solution accessible from anywhere over the web. It fully integrates with ANY ILS and takes data from a wide range of third-party systems and integrates with all the major web content management applications.

Which ILS Products Does Your Product Support?
One of the MAJOR benefits of Patron Point is that it is totally ILS-agnostic and integrates with any ILS. This means if/when the library changes its ILS, it does not lose all its patron engagement data and have to start building engagement profiles from scratch.

We have public library customers on the following ILSs around the world:

- Biblionix: Apollo
- Book Systems: Atriuum
- Civica: Spydus
- Evergreen
- Innovative Interfaces: Polaris
- Innovative Interfaces: Sierra
- Koha
- SirsiDynix: Horizon
- SirsiDynix: Symphony
- TLC: Carl.X
- TLC: Library.Solution

Please note that Patron Point works extremely well both in complex consortial environments as well as for stand-alone library systems.

Included or Optional Components
Patron Point offers a fully featured marketing automation platform and includes the following functionality:

- Easy-to-use, drag-and-drop e-mail editor
- Customizable templates and powerful dynamic content where every e-mail can be automatically personalized on-the-fly based on data
- Visual campaign builder to build marketing workflows
- Build web forms
- Build landing pages
- Create unlimited dynamic segments of your customer base in seconds
- Patron engagement scoring

Patron Point offers robust analytics and reporting with customizable dashboards and the ability to automatically schedule and share reports with colleagues via e-mails. Data can be easily exported into BI tools like Microsoft Power BI and Tableau for data analysis and visualizations.

Messaging/marketing performance is available at a very granular level, exploring channels, timings, devices, etc. We also provide A/B split testing functionality so that libraries can test and optimize their message engagement.

We believe that libraries should be able to work with best-of-breed solutions and applications. With Patron Point, you can bring in data from a wide range of industry-leading solutions such as:

- Event management systems, including those from Demco, Communico, Library Market, EventKeeper, Eventbrite, or your ILS system if it has one
- Room booking applications, including those from Demco, Communico, or your ILS system if it has one
- E-book platforms, including OverDrive, cloudLibrary, Axis 360, and BorrowBox
- Other digital resources, including Hoopla, Lynda.com, Kanopy, Freegal, and BiblioCommons

Other components included as standard components within Patron Point include:

- **Proven Programs**: Every Patron Point library gets access to our suite of Proven Programs. These are proven campaigns and workflows, based on industry best practices, that allow libraries to maximize their patron engagement in a number of ways.
- **Patron Registration Service**: As standard, we offer a sophisticated and highly customizable online registration service with sign-up forms, complete workflow integrated with the ILS to allow patrons to join the library both online and in branch.
- **Patron Notices**: Libraries can use Patron Point to replace their text-based ILS notices with a fully customizable sequence of branded notices that drive patron engagement and allow the library to cross-promote events, collections, etc.

Additional add-ons available:

- **Patron Point Recommends**: A personalized, subject-based monthly reading recommendation newsletter, based on highly rated new titles recently added to the library’s collection. Available for all age ranges, we provide an opt-in form where customers can select their favorite subjects and e-mails are delivered automatically using the
library’s branding and design templates. Developed in conjunction with ProQuest, it’s a great way to drive circulation, help readers discover new titles, and save staff time.

- **Patron Point Verify**: Our online patron identity verification solution. This can be used to complement the library card sign-up and/or renewal process. Removes the need for the patron to come into the library with proof of identity and address.

**Implementation Process**

**Describe the general steps involved with implementing your solution, such as configuration, ILS integration, data transfers, etc.**

The configuration and implementation can be completed in a matter of days.

One of the first steps once we have the e-mail data is to validate the addresses. We pass back any invalid or bounced e-mail addresses, and this allows the library to cleanse its data.

We use Patron Sync, our real-time API interface to the ILS. Other data can either be connected using APIs or uploaded manually.

All data is transferred and stored securely and held and processed on our local servers for each country we serve.

**Services or Tools to Optimize Product Impact**

**What services are available to assist libraries in making optimal use of the product? Are these services included in the annual maintenance or license fee?**

All of our support and ongoing customer service and training are included within the annual subscription.

Following implementation, every customer receives structured onboarding which includes product orientation and a series of online training sessions.

During these sessions we explore which of our Proven Programs the library would like us to help it work on first. It is a very interactive engagement as many libraries look for support for their engagement activities and are keen to hear about best practices and compare metrics, etc.

They are assigned an Account Manager who will work closely with them to guide them through the Proven Programs and identify opportunities for them to utilize the solution to meet their strategic goals.

As well as access to our Online Portal, where they will find helpful how-to videos and user guides, they are enrolled into our Patron Point Community, where they get to meet and engage with other library managers and marketers via regular webinars and get information via our customer newsletters.

**What channels does the application use for distribution of messages to recipients?**

Patron Point is a true multichannel communication platform. Libraries can send the following directly from the platform through e-mail, SMS, and tweets.

- **Are there per-message charges incurred?**
  We offer a fully inclusive package for e-mails, so libraries can create and send an unlimited number of e-mail messages with absolutely no overages. There is a per-message charge for SMS.

**Patron Privacy**

One topic covered concerns patron privacy. Marketing applications often rely on data from patron profiles for messaging and analytics. Describe what elements from the patron record of the ILS are incorporated into the application. This is entirely up to the library. Every Patron Point implementation is unique.

- **Is there an opt-in mechanism to enable transfer of patron data?** Yes.

Which is used by default? Always specified by the library.

- **How does the application handle patron borrowing history?** At the library’s option, Patron Point can either not access this information at all or if required can provide a simple, yet effective tool called Predictive Preferences that can establish a patron’s reading preference using circ history. The system works at the call number level bolstering preference sign-up rates while protecting patron confidentiality as much as possible.

**What other data sources are incorporated into personalization or analytics?**

- E-book access (overall or by specific patrons)? Yes, every patron or specific patrons.
- Website use logs? Yes, if the library wishes.
- EZproxy or other proxy server logs? Yes, if the library wishes.
- Patron participation in library programs from event manager? Yes, if the library wishes.

**Collection Analysis**

Does the application have a collection analysis component (assesses collection holdings relative to patron interests)? See Borrowing History above.

**Personalization**

If the application uses topic or subject personalization, how are these categories determined?

- Manually set by patron? Yes.
- Automatically inferred from previous use of library site? Yes.
We can offer either, but in our experience, the vast majority of libraries prefer them to be manually set by the patron. Every Patron Point library is set up with a Preference Center—where patrons can update their contact details, update their preferences, subscribe/unsubscribe to various communications on offer from the library.

What types of campaigns are supported?

- Welcome messages for newly registered patrons? Yes.
- Messages for lapsed patrons? Yes.
- Messages promoting library programs or events? Yes.
- Generation of library newsletters—general? Yes.
- Specialized newsletters or brochures? Yes.

Many more types of campaigns are available within Patron Point as part of our Proven Programs such as:

- Library card renewal reminders
- Targeted campaigns to drive digital/resource usage
- Coming of Age campaigns to retain teenagers
- Anniversary e-mails
- Birthday e-mails
- Surveys, etc.

Online Registration

How does the online registration validate residency or other requirements?
Yes, see Patron Point Verify above.

ILS Circulation Notice Replacement

Can the application replace the standard messaging functions of the circulation module of the ILS, such as sending notices for overdue items, hold notifications, almost-due notifications?
Yes, Patron Point supports the full suite of ILS notices—see Notices above. With Patron Point, libraries can create their own notice workflow and cadence too: rather than just send one Hold Pick Up Reminder, they could choose to send 3—with 24 hours between each message.

External Data Sources

Can the application use external data sets in its marketing analysis or analytics, such as census data or other sources of demographic data?
Yes, absolutely. Any other data can be imported into Patron Point and used to segment the customer base. It is incredibly flexible and customizable. Custom fields can be created in seconds from the front end, and data can be quickly imported through the user interface. Segments can be built and executed in seconds too.

Customer Relationship Management Integration

Does the application make use of a third-party customer CRM?
No. However, Patron Point can integrate with a wide range of CRM solutions.

How Many Libraries Have Implemented Your Solution?

Over 400 public libraries around the world have implemented Patron Point either directly or through consortium systems.

We have implemented the solution in hundreds of public libraries around the world. These libraries represent a wide variety of scale, from single-building libraries through to very large and complex library consortia with a wide range of technology stacks and ILS systems.

SirsiDynix Customer Engagement Platform

SirsiDynix is a major library technology company offering two integrated library systems, Symphony and Horizon, each used by multiple types of libraries. The company has a major presence in North America and is also active in most global regions. Sirsi was founded in 1979 in Huntsville, Alabama, by Jim Young, Jacky Young, and Mike Murdock. Its initial ILS offering, Unicorn, was rebranded as Symphony in 2007. Sirsi Corporation merged with Dynix in 2005, acquiring its Horizon ILS. Beginning in about 2013 SirsiDynix began the development of BLUEcloud, a modern web-based platform that operates with both Symphony and Horizon to provide more modern functional workflows used by library personnel and to deliver new web-based interfaces for patrons. The Enterprise patron interface has been widely implemented by libraries using Symphony and Horizon.

SirsiDynix introduced its Customer Engagement Platform in August 2020, bringing in functionality previously delivered through other modules and offering new capabilities through a single cohesive product. The product includes program and event management, e-mail-based automated marketing, and related reports and analytics. The SirsiDynix CEP works with libraries using either Symphony or Horizon. Libraries do not need to change their ILS or discovery interface to use the product.

VENDOR RESPONSES

How Is Your Marketing Application Offered?
The Customer Engagement Platform uses data pulled from the ILS. It is delivered as two SaaS components: CEP Marketing (marketing automation) and CEP Events (calendar, events, registration, ticketing, room bookings). Medium- to long-term development plans include creating a two-way data sync between ILS and CEP components as well as a web content solution (library website).
Which ILS Products Does Your Product Support?

- SirsiDynix Symphony/BLUEcloud
- SirsiDynix Horizon

Included or Optional Components

- Event management system?
- Room booking application?
- Patron registration service?
- Analytics and data visualizations?
- Messaging/marketing performance?
- Library use analytics?
- Other?

All of the above. It can facilitate patron registration through our discovery product, Enterprise.

Implementation Process

Please describe the general steps involved with implementing your solution, such as configuration, ILS integration, data transfers, etc.

Instance creation is handled by our implementation and SaaS teams. CEP Marketing is connected to ILS data via API and auto-populated. The API and custom code synchronize data from ILS every six hours; short-term plans are to increase this to less than an hour. We have a questionnaire to collect info from libraries to maintain branding across new digital assets in starter kit including e-mail templates, landing pages, calendar, tickets, and some basic marketing automation (basic campaigns and segments). After implementation is finished, customers are trained and given logins to their instance(s).

Services or Tools to Optimize Product Impact

We have medium-term plans to start a content subscription service that will include monthly e-mails centered around annual/periodic national library topics (National Library Week, Banned Books Week, etc.).

What channels does the application use for distribution of messages to recipients?

- E-mail? Yes.
- SMS messaging? Yes.
- iMessage? No.

Are there per-message charges incurred? Everything is unlimited use, except for SMS, which can be purchased in bundles. Pricing is based on number of contacts in system and number of calendar instances required.

Patron Privacy

- Describe what elements from the patron record of the ILS are incorporated into the application. All, but customer will be able to control which data is synchronized.
- Is there an opt-in mechanism to enable transfer of patron data? No.
- Is there an opt-out mechanism to disable transfer of patron data? No.
- Which is used by default? Opt-in. Currently if there is an e-mail in the patron record, it will sync with CEP. It is up to the library whether it wants to engage with that e-mail address.
- How does the application handle patron borrowing history? No option for that at the moment; long-term plans are to give customers the option to include it.

What other data sources are incorporated into personalization or analytics? Website use logs are available, and patron participation in library programs from event manager right now. Long-term plans are to integrate with other data sources like gate count and eResource Central vendors/usage.

Personalization

If the application uses topic or subject personalization, how are these categories determined? Not available yet; medium-term goal, though, as we include more data from ILS into CEP.

Collection Analysis

Does the application have a collection analysis component (assesses collection holdings relative to patron interests)? With borrowing history enabled, long-term goal is to have this feature available in CEP.

What types of campaigns are supported?

- Welcome messages for newly registered patrons? Yes.
- Messages for lapsed patrons? Yes.
- Messages promoting library programs or events? Yes.
- Generation of library newsletters—general? Yes.
- Specialized newsletters or brochures? Yes.

Online Registration

Not handled through the CEP.

ILS Circulation Notice Replacement

Can the application replace the standard messaging functions of the circulation module of the ILS, such as sending notices for overdue items, hold notifications, almost-due notifications? Not currently, but planned.

External Data Sources

Can the application use external data sets in its
marketing analysis or analytics, such as census data or other sources of demographic data? This should be handled through BLUEcloud Analytics.

Customer Relationship Management Integration

**Does the application make use of a third-party customer CRM?** No. However, the application is based on Mautic and WordPress, which are “third-party” systems.

How Many Libraries Have Implemented Your Solution?

About 30.

**Springshare Connect**

Springshare was founded by Slaven Zovkovic in 2007. Its initial product, LibGuides, has become widely implemented by academic and other libraries to streamline the production of subject guides and other content pages produced by librarians. The company has continually extended its product suite. These products include:

- LibCal for event management, appointments with librarians, setting hours for buildings and locations, and room and equipment reservations.
- LibAnswers for providing virtual reference services. Springshare expanded this service with the acquisition of QuestionPoint from OCLC in 2019.
- LibStaffer for scheduling work schedules of library personnel, student workers, or volunteers.
- LibWizard, a tool for creating online forms and processing responses.
- LibInsight, a general statistics, reporting, and analytics tool.
- LibCMS, which extends the reach of LibGuides to manage the library’s full website and its intranet and to create online exhibits or other large content collections.
- LibCRM, a library-oriented customer relationship management system with capabilities to help libraries analyze their patron database and to manage action lists in support of outreach activities.

In September 2021 Springshare introduced a set of tools extending the capabilities of its LibCRM product to help manage marketing and outreach initiatives. According to the press announcement, this new product includes:

- an ILS importer to create LibConnect profiles and easily identify e-mail audiences to form e-mail distribution lists based on user preferences
- prebuilt and custom templates for sending beautiful and engaging e-mail campaigns
- a drag-and-drop e-mail editor to add any type of content to outgoing e-mails
- a free-to-use image library with over 500,000 high-quality stock images
- mobile, tablet, and desktop views for previewing e-mail campaigns
- in-depth campaign reporting on delivery rates, opens, clicks, and unsubscribes

As a recently announced product, LibConnect continues to be developed and has not yet begun its implementation phase in libraries.

**VENDOR RESPONSES**

**How Is Your Marketing Application Offered?**

- **As a stand-alone product?** Yes.

Which ILS Products Does Your Product Support?

Alma, Sierra, Koha, and Symphony. We will integrate with others, too, based on customer feedback and needs. Our ILS middleware layer has the capability to integrate with any ILS that has APIs or uses industry-standard protocols for exchanging data.

Included or Optional Components

- **Event management system?** Optional add-on (LibCal).
- **Room booking application?** Optional add-on (LibCal).
- **Patron registration service?** No, but planned in future.
- **Analytics and data visualizations**
  - Messaging/marketing performance? Yes.
  - Library use analytics (describe general categories of library activities covered)? Optional add-on (LibInsight).
- **Other?** Full CRM functionality built in. Create user profiles and aggregate user activity and communication in one holistic view of user’s interactions with the library staff.

Implementation Process

Please describe the general steps involved with implementing your solution, such as configuration, ILS integration, data transfers, etc.

A system administrator establishes an initial connection between LibConnect and their ILS and indicates which patron data fields from the ILS they’d like to map to profile fields in LibConnect. We also maintain a manual profile upload for sites that don’t wish to sync with their ILS. Once the connection is established, patron data refreshes on an ongoing basis. Sites can then use these mapped fields to create...
distribution lists and in turn send beautifully crafted e-mails to those distribution lists. Sites are also able to create categories of e-mail marketing messages so that patrons can opt in to receiving e-mails related to particular categories (some examples might be New Fiction Offerings, Author Series, Virtual Programming, Summer Reading, etc.).

**Services or Tools to Optimize Product Impact**
Our legendary support and training teams help with initial setup and are included in the annual license fee. We also offer extensive documentation on how to use the product and free training webinars on using the product.

**What channels does the application use for distribution of messages to recipients?**
- **E-mail?** Yes.
- **SMS messaging?** No, but planned in the future.
- **iMessage?** No, but planned in the future.

**EXPLANATION for SMS and iMessage/Social Media:**
These communication channels between libraries and patrons are already available in Springshare Suite—inside LibAnswers—but we haven’t made it part of LibConnect at the initial release. Based on customer feedback and feature requests, we will plan accordingly as to when to tackle the SMS and iMessage message distribution.

**Are there per-message charges incurred?** No.

**Patron Privacy**
- **Describe what elements from the patron record of the ILS are incorporated into the application.** Each client site can customize which fields from its ILS it would like to incorporate into the application. Available fields vary by ILS.
- **Is there an opt-in mechanism to enable transfer of patron data?** Yes, in the sense that each client site can opt in to syncing its patron data with LibConnect.
- **Is there an opt-out mechanism to disable transfer of patron data?** Yes, in the sense that each client site can opt out of syncing its patron data with LibConnect.
- **Which is used by default?**
  - **Opt-in?** Yes.
- **How does the application handle patron borrowing history?** LibConnect does not currently store patron borrowing history.

**What other data sources are incorporated into personalization or analytics?**
- **E-book access (overall or by specific patrons)?** Not currently.
- **Website use logs?** Not currently.
- **EZproxy or other proxy server logs?** Not currently.
- **Patron participation in library programs from event manager?** Available for sites that already subscribe to LibCal.

**Collection Analysis**
Does the application have a collection analysis component (assesses collection holdings relative to patron interests)? Not currently.

**Personalization**
If the application uses topic or subject personalization, how are these categories determined?
- **Manually set by patron?** Yes, using self-indicated interest categories as described above.
- **Automatically inferred from previous use of library site?** No.

**What types of campaigns are supported?**
- **Welcome messages for newly registered patrons?** Planned in near future as a follow-up release feature update.
- **Messages for lapsed patrons?** Planned in near future as a follow-up release feature update.
- **Messages promoting library programs or events?** Yes.
- **Generation of library newsletters—general?** Yes.
- **Specialized newsletters or brochures?** Yes.

**Online Registration**
How does the online registration validate residency or other requirements? LibConnect does not validate residency or other requirements. List of users who receive e-mail communication is either imported from ILS or librarians/admins upload via Excel/CSV import.

**ILS Circulation Notice Replacement**
Can the application replace the standard messaging functions of the circulation module of the ILS, such as sending notices for overdue items, hold notifications, almost-due notifications? Planned in the near future as a follow-up release feature update.

**External Data Sources**
Can the application use external data sets in its marketing analysis or analytics, such as census data or other sources of demographic data? Not at
this time, but discussed as possible enhancement in the future.

Customer Relationship Management Integration

Does the application make use of a third-party customer CRM? No—LibConnect has CRM functionality (LibCRM) built in.

How Many Libraries Have Implemented Your Solution? None yet; this is a new product.

OrangeBoy Savannah

OrangeBoy was founded in 1996 by Clark Swanson as a firm offering strategic consulting services to nonprofits and other organizations. The company evolved to focus on planning and customer segmentation tools for government agencies, including public libraries.

In 2014 OrangeBoy launched Savannah as its platform for advanced analytics and visualizations specifically designed for libraries. Savannah has evolved to encompass a wide range of capabilities for targeted marketing and other services to build patron engagement. The platform is based on the Power BI Embedded and is deployed via Azure and other Microsoft technology components.

OrangeBoy Savannah can be implemented by libraries using any major integrated library system. It does not replace the library’s existing ILS, catalog, or discovery products.

VENDOR RESPONSES

How Is Your Marketing Application Offered? As a stand-alone product—Savannah is a stand-alone product that integrates with all of the library’s data sources (i.e., ILS, e-resources, etc.).

Which ILS Products Does Your Product Support? Savannah can integrate with all ILS products.

Included or Optional Components

- Event management system?
- Room booking application?
- Patron registration service?
- Analytics and data visualizations?
- Messaging/marketing performance?
- Library use analytics (describe general categories of library activities covered)?
- Other?

Savannah includes:

- Data Warehouse
- Proprietary Customer Segmentation Tool
- Performance Dashboard
- Customer Communication Engine with Feedback Tools
- Powerful Data Mining and Analytics Features
- GIS Mapping
- Incident Reporting
- Philanthropy Center
- Program Attendance Tracker
- Forms 360

Implementation Process

Please describe the general steps involved with implementing your solution, such as configuration, ILS integration, data transfers, etc. Libraries can select multiple ways to upload their data based on what works best for their environment.

Services or Tools to Optimize Product Impact

What services are available to assist libraries in making optimal use of the product? Are these services included in the annual maintenance or license fee? Libraries work with a dedicated, knowledgeable OrangeBoy Client Services Member who can ensure successful use and application of Savannah. All OrangeBoy staff can be reached via phone or e-mail and respond within 24 hours, but normally closer to within two hours.

In addition, we provide libraries with access to numerous webinars (live and recorded) to learn new ways to engage customers, expand reach, and help their communities thrive. We also host an annual Idea Exchange where libraries can network with peers, share ideas, and implement best practices to engage their customers.

What channels does the application use for distribution of messages to recipients?

- e-mail
- SMS messaging
- iMessage

Are there per-message charges incurred? E-mail is unlimited, but there is a per-message charge for SMS messaging.

Patron Privacy

One topic covered concerns patron privacy. Marketing applications often rely on data from patron profiles for messaging and analytics. Describe what elements from the patron record of the ILS are incorporated into the application.

Each library can choose which data fields it wants incorporated into Savannah. We claim no ownership rights to our clients’ data, and clients can remove or delete uploaded data at any time. Similarly, if a library
wants to include (or exclude) particular patrons’ data in (from) our database, we can put in place mechanisms to enact those rules.

Is there an opt-in mechanism to enable transfer of patron data? See above.

Is there an opt-out mechanism to disable transfer of patron data? See above.

Which is used by default? Specified by the library.

How does the application handle patron borrowing history? Libraries can choose to upload and store information regarding the type of material borrowed by patrons (e.g., audiobook, adult print item), but we do not gather or store the names or identifying details of particular items borrowed by patrons.

What other data sources are incorporated into personalization or analytics? Savannah is an extremely flexible system and can incorporate any data the library collects, whether it is related to a patron or organizational.

Collection Analysis
Does the application have a collection analysis component (assesses collection holdings relative to patron interests)? No.

Personalization
If the application uses topic or subject personalization, how are these categories determined?

• Manually set by patron?
• Automatically inferred from previous use of library site?
• Other?

All of the above. Libraries can create their own segments, and patrons can opt in to certain segments. We also have clusters. Clusters are behavior-based customer segments that allow a library to group its customers based on their library activities. Each cluster is built using real-time library interactions, like circulation of children’s materials or e-book downloads, with additional insights added from a cardholder assessment, market analysis, and surveys. Clusters allow libraries to target specific groups of customers effectively in order to best appeal to each individual group based on their interests.

OrangeBoy has spent nearly a decade perfecting its cluster algorithms and learning from our clients and their customers. Our proprietary customer segmentation system allows libraries to analyze their current customer distribution while tracking how their customer relationships change over time.

What types of campaigns are supported?

• Welcome messages for newly registered patrons? Yes.
• Messages for lapsed patrons? Yes.
• Messages promoting library programs or events? Yes.
• Generation of library newsletters—general? Yes.
• Specialized newsletters or brochures? Yes.

Online Registration
Yes.

How does the online registration validate residency or other requirements? The system standardizes the address and then verifies that the address is within the library’s service area.

ILS Circulation Notice Replacement
Can the application replace the standard messaging functions of the circulation module of the ILS, such as sending notices for overdue items, hold notifications, almost-due notifications? No.

External Data Sources
Can the application use external data sets in its marketing analysis or analytics, such as census data or other sources of demographic data? Yes.

Customer Relationship Management Integration
Does the application make use of a third-party customer CRM? No.

How Many Libraries Have Implemented Your Solution?
We have great reach across North America with public libraries of all sizes.

A sample of implementation sites includes:

• Anchorage Public Library
• Lawrence Public Library
• Rock Island Public Library

OCLC Wise
OCLC Wise follows a distinct strategy that distinguishes it from the other products in this domain. Rather than offering separate components for marketing automation, events, and related capabilities, OCLC Wise comes as a comprehensive system that also subsumes the functionality of an integrated library system. This approach fully integrates patron engagement capabilities into the system and avoids the need to extract or synchronize data.

Since OCLC Wise comes as a comprehensive system, its implementation means migrating away from the ILS currently in place. The patron engagement
capabilities for OCLC Wise are not separable and cannot be implemented with a library’s existing integrated library system or discovery interfaces. OCLC characterizes OCLC Wise as “the first community engagement system for public libraries.”

OCLC is a nonprofit membership organization based in Dublin, Ohio, established in 1967. The organization offers a wide variety of products and services spanning metadata services, resource sharing, library management systems, and discovery services. OCLC has acquired several technology companies. In 2013 it purchased the Dutch company Huijsmans en Kuijpers Automatisering, which created the bicatWise library management system that has been further developed into the current OCLC Wise offering. This product has been implemented by most of the public libraries in the Netherlands and by a major consortium in the Flanders region of Belgium, as well as a more recent group of about ten implementations in the United States.

The April 2018 issue of Smart Libraries Newsletter featured OCLC Wise following its launch as an offering for public libraries in the United States:

**A Patron-Centered Design**

This new offering addresses a much broader scope of services for public libraries than the traditional ILS. OCLC positions this product as a community engagement platform, layering a broad set of marketing, personalization, and analytics components on top of a core set of resource management and discovery features. Although it includes core services for print collections such as cataloging, circulation, and acquisitions, its design centers on customer relationship management and marketing services.

The conceptual design of OCLC Wise centers on the user profile rather than the bibliographic record. This approach enables the product to operate much like a customer relationship management system to accumulate data able to drive personalized services. OCLC Wise will provide built-in analytics and data-driven outreach capabilities, such as the ability to deliver personalized messaging and to support marketing campaigns.

**Comprehensive Library Portal**

The library portal component of the product provides the functionality to stand in as the library’s complete web presence. The library controls the presentation, content, and services presented through the portal. One of the components enables the library to highlight featured materials in a carousel of cover images.

The patron interface of the platform provides features and services to replace the library’s entire website, with an integrated discovery component. This approach resembles the combination of BiblioCommons’ BiblioWeb and BiblioCore, though with Wise these components are deployed as part of a holistic platform rather than as integrations of third-party products.

**Data-Driven Personalized Services**

A fundamental quality of OCLC Wise builds on the increasing expectation for personalized services. The ability for the product to deliver on this expectation depends on enabling enriched data to be recorded on each patron profile. This data includes demographic information as well as any data generated through any interactions with the system such as items checked out or events attended. The accumulation of personally identifiable data is governed through a detailed set of privacy options that can be selected by the library according to their policies. By default, the platform will capture usage data with the ability for patrons to opt out.

**Marketing and Engagement**

The product includes a Marketing Workbench module that a library can use to design and execute personalized messages or marketing campaigns. Features include the ability to select groups of patrons based on demographic data or use patterns, to create and send messages, and to view reports related to patron use and marketing activities. Individualized messages can be triggered by events such as birthdays or borrowing card expiration. More complex marketing campaigns can be based on a variety of other drivers.

**Leverages User-Supplied Content**

OCLC Wise provides a variety of dynamic user interactions for the items displayed through its discovery component. Each item display includes user-generated content, such as tags, ratings, reviews, lists, and services to share items on social media. Item displays for physical materials can include a mapping visualization indicating its shelf location. OCLC is developing interoperability with e-book lending platforms to fully integrate the discovery and viewing of digital materials.

**Data-Driven Collection Management**

The data-driven design of the product carries over to its collection management features. OCLC Wise has built-in tools to help the library develop and manage its collection in response to use patterns. The product relies on its internal, real-time data rather than having to rely on exports to a third-party service. This data enables libraries to selectively implement floating collections, to transfer items, or balance items among branches. Acquisition recommendations can be generated for any given branch or shelving location based on subject...
coverage. These automated processes are based on policies and thresholds set by the library, which can be updated as needed. These processes result in a customer-driven collection development strategy.2

OCLC provided this overview of the product:

**Wise Overview**

Uniquely holistic in its design, OCLC Wise combines the power of customer relationship management, a communication suite (including marketing), a smart collection analysis and recommendation engine, analytics, and user-generated content all within the features of a 21st century library management solution. This transformative community engagement system, which created the category, empowers libraries to strengthen current customer relationships, build new connections with the wider community, and better meet changing community needs.

Every aspect of the Wise system is designed around people—both library users and library staff—not the collection, which enables libraries to evolve as their communities evolve. Transactions flow through and into customer records. For example, real-time and historic customer interactions with the library are used to create custom communications, supporting more meaningful and personalized engagement.

Getting the right message to the right person is as easy as dragging and dropping data components. Libraries can create automated or ad hoc campaigns that are activated by various system triggers (e.g., new registration, lapsed registration, new title acquisitions, and interest-based programming) or by matching target audiences to a variety of data points, such as age, borrowing history, location, ticket purchases, whether they have written reviews on the site, and many more. Analytics measure campaign success, so libraries can refine their approach over time. It’s important to note that Wise is designed to manage data securely with library customer privacy in mind. Outside of information accessible within the customer record, data is used only in aggregate, not on an individual level. And customers can opt in or out of communications based on their preferences.

For Wise libraries, community engagement means more than just e-mail newsletters. Fueled by customer behavioral data, Wise delivers meaningful insights about how to best evolve library collections to reflect the needs, consumption patterns, and preferences of the community. The smart collection analysis and recommendation engine helps meet customer needs by supporting data-driven decisions across functional areas. This collection management approach combines internal expertise with evidence-based advice about what to keep, buy, move, and replace in real time.

For years, many libraries have had to rely on multiple products to collect and analyze critical data. With integrated tools and shared data, Wise simplifies and automates this process. And the system doesn’t just collect usage data, it uses the data to help libraries evolve collections based on how they are used—or not used—by customers. In fact, Wise can replace many solutions libraries currently use individually because they are already integrated components of this single, holistic system.

The deepest forms of engagement can occur when users proactively interact with the library and with other users. This is why Wise also allows library customers to generate content like reading lists and book reviews that can be shared with other library users. This collaborative sharing encourages users’ active engagement with library services, creates a sense of belonging, and deepens the connections with the library.

**VENDOR RESPONSES**

How Is Your Marketing Application Offered?

**Delivered as functionality fully integrated within an integrated library system?**

Yes. Marketing capabilities are delivered as a fully integrated component within Wise that draws on system data in real time.

Wise simplifies the creation, segmentation, and distribution of more personalized and targeted communications with a drag-and-drop solution—helping improve customer relationships and build new and stronger connections with the community. Wise is designed to manage data securely (with library customer privacy in mind) and to provide opportunities for library staff to use data for the purposes of more meaningful and effective communication, collection management, and reporting. Security and privacy are a constant focus of our ongoing development work.

Libraries can create automated campaigns that send messages to customers using a variety of system triggers, such as a new registration, an upcoming renewal date, or a birthday. It’s easy to create targeted lists of customers using more than a hundred criteria, including their transaction history, event attendance, areas of interest, and demographic information like age and branch location. Given that Wise uses actual customer transaction data in real time, libraries can connect customers to their interests in the most timely and accurate way possible.

Libraries can build customer lists based on a wide variety of criteria, such as age, borrowing history, ticket event registrations, or whether a customer
has submitted user reviews. Criteria can be stacked using and/or operations for very granular selections. Customer lists can be created for specific branches or shared system-wide, and they can be saved for repeated use. A handy audience preview feature shows how many customers will receive an e-mail based on the selected criteria, allowing for further expansion or refinement.

It should be noted that Wise displays customer lists only in aggregate. It does not display individual customer names inside the tool, and it sends only to customers who are opted in to receive promotional communications. If marketing staff build an e-mail list, the system verifies specific information behind the scenes and instantly pulls a list together—they do not see and cannot access personally identifiable customer information.

Messages are created via a user-friendly interface similar to a web-based CMS, including text styling, hyperlinks, and images. A/B splitting functionality allows libraries to send two different e-mails to evaluate their effectiveness. E-mails use configurable templates to render and display, with a preview function that shows the message from the customer’s perspective prior to finalizing.

Which ILS Products Does Your Product Support?
Wise is a single, holistic solution that includes community engagement and library management features and serves as a library’s ILS as well as its marketing and collection analysis platform.

Included or Optional Components

- **Event management system?** Wise provides built-in ticketing functionality for free or paid admission to events. Events can be categorized according to activity type (e.g., workshop, concert, or book club) and subject/genre (e.g., family or science fiction). Standard reports accommodate guest lists, sale reports, and more.

  Data from ticketing can be used for communications efforts, and Wise also allows library staff to send flash e-mail messages to all registrants for particular events. This feature is especially useful for sharing links and log-in information for virtual events. Additionally, Wise interoperates with a variety of third-party event management solutions, providing libraries with flexibility and choice in the systems they wish to use.

- **Room booking application?** To allow libraries to create their own multi-technology stack, Wise integrates with a number of third-party services. This integration allows customers to view their reservations inside the Wise system. We look forward to expanding on this integration in the future.

- **Patron registration service?** The Wise customer database is used for all marketing communications. Each library system using Wise can determine how self-registration is handled. A common configuration allows users to self-register online, which permits them to use electronic materials, place holds, and add items to wish lists. However, a block can be applied to the account requiring address verification in person before any physical material may be checked out. During the pandemic, some libraries have taken a different approach to streamlining access for new customers by providing full access to library resources without in-person verification. Wise supports a wide variety of registration workflows to align with the library’s preferences and policies.

- **Analytics and data visualizations?**
  - Messaging/marketing performance?
  - Library use analytics (describe general categories of library activities covered)?

  Marketing and communication activities are included in the hundreds of Wise standard reports and other analytics that measure library use. A/B splitting functionality allows libraries to send two different e-mails to evaluate their effectiveness. Wise includes specific reports for both campaigns and direct e-mails that detail number of e-mails sent and received, e-mails opened, links clicked, and bounce rate to determine effectiveness.

  Wise includes robust reporting and analytics capabilities as part of the system, including predefined reports and a selections tool that allows libraries to create their own queries. Outputs from Wise can be used with services like Tableau, providing even more flexibility.

  From a collection development and management standpoint, Wise includes evidence-based collection management, which analyzes the collection in real time to make recommendations on what items to weed or replace. This service also makes purchase recommendations, and for library systems that choose to do so, it will proactively balance collections to relocate items from one branch to another where they are more likely to circulate. This service is included as part of Wise, resulting in increased circulation over time, a reduction in “dead on arrival” items, and a collection that better reflects the needs of the community.

  Other components include:
  - Customer interactions can be tracked and managed with Wise. Library staff can create records for all interactions, and branch managers and administrators may view all recorded interactions together, allowing for
requests and comments to be easily categorized and assigned to staff or departments for further review and response.

- Wise allows customers to create community profiles and curate title lists that can be kept private or shared with customers of any Wise libraries in the US. Library staff can use this feature to share lists as well. Wise also allows library customers to share title ratings and detailed reviews.

Libraries can also choose to activate the Wise personal recommendations feature, which provides customers with title recommendations based on their checkout history.

- Library staff can send messages to customers via their Wise user account inbox and view the read status of that message. Deleted and read messages can also be resent, and customers will be alerted via e-mail about any inbox messages that are not read within 24 hours.

- From a system architecture perspective, Wise includes an automatic bounce-back processor. If e-mail messages cannot be delivered, Wise will attempt to notify the customers through other channels and prompt customers to update their e-mail addresses, referring any it cannot resolve to staff for manual review and cleanup. This maintains a higher standard of accuracy for contact information and improves the efficiency of outbound communications.

- Wise’s “Library at Home” functionality offers unique capabilities to engage with homebound library customers. Material recommendations are based on currently available titles from a customer’s wish list, as well as items of interest based on check-out history.

Library staff also have the option to ask questions and interact directly with OCLC’s technical support staff for manual review and cleanup. This maintains a higher standard of accuracy for contact information and improves the efficiency of outbound communications.

- Discover and align with their strategic goals.
- Develop personalized support.
- Deliver a system that supports their mission.
- Use their insights along with others in the Wise community to inform future development.

Data migration is included for the basic data types migrated from your current ILS to Wise (bibliographic, item, customer, and circulation). Specific tables are configured in Wise to receive data that is mapped and moved using scripts specifically designed and maintained for these purposes. Bibliographic and item data is specifically mapped and moved using the MARC21 standard.

Data migration occurs in four basic stages:

1. Analysis. Initial test load and analyses of sample data types (bib/item, customer, circ) generates a report that becomes the singular agenda item for a “data day” with the library.
2. Testing. Full migration of data into an instance of Wise for review and testing by OCLC and library.
3. Training and testing. Second full data migration to prepare for training and library end-to-end testing.
4. Implementation. Final full data migration, just prior to go-live.

An Implementation Manager guides libraries through the data migration process, working in collaboration with OCLC data specialists. Detailed data migration planning and requirements guides are provided.

Services or Tools to Optimize Product Impact

What services are available to assist libraries in making optimal use of the product? Are these services included in the annual maintenance or license fee?

We deliver a multifaceted approach to training for Wise, relying primarily on live, instructor-led training to relay key concepts and build system confidence, preparing the full library staff to go live with the Wise system.

Training for Wise is offered primarily as live, online, instructor-led classes (1–2 hours each), with all live courses also shared as recordings to provide flexibility for viewing and provide opportunities for content review as needed. Training is concentrated on scenarios that library staff will execute in their day-to-day use of the Wise system, including (but not limited to) coverage of customer administration, circulation, acquisitions, cataloging, marketing, ticketing, and reporting.

Live, instructor-led training classes provide ample opportunities for library staff across the organization to ask questions and interact directly with OCLC’s...
Wise trainers, engaging with the content via discussion, brief polls, and quizzes. Class size for live courses is capped to support the use of live training time for questions from library staff and clarification of key concepts.

In addition to live and recorded instructor-led training classes, training is also delivered as short video tutorials (5–15 minutes) on specific topics and workflows and self-paced exercises and handouts.

We are committed to supporting our libraries once they’ve implemented Wise and provide an incomparable experience including:

- A dedicated Customer Success Manager—The single point of contact for ongoing success management who works closely with the library to make sure it is getting the most out of Wise and that it’s helping deliver on the library’s objectives.
- Ongoing marketing consultation—A marketing expert seeks to understand your marketing goals and helps map out a marketing approach to best utilize Wise to maximize your marketing and communication efforts; consults on launch communication rollout plan to your community.
- A dedicated OCLC executive sponsor—Checks in with the library throughout the process to ensure everything is going smoothly.
- Product collaboration—Collaboration with OCLC staff and Wise libraries to shape future development of Wise functions and features.
- Wise directors meetings—Ongoing convening of all Wise US directors to inspire, learn from one another, and share any new needs to inform future product development.
- Wise Community Center—An online forum to connect and interact with other Wise libraries and to attend product insight sessions (product road maps shared) and office hours (to provide the training and documentation to ensure libraries are comfortable with configuration post-launch).

What channels does the application use for distribution of messages to recipients?
E-mail is the primary push-based channel for Wise communications. Library staff are able to combine E-mail is the primary push-based channel for Wise communications. Library staff are able to combine E-mail and SMS channels for Wise communications. Wise does not charge a per-message fee. The library may incur charges from the third-party service it chooses to process and deliver SMS messages.

Are there per-message charges incurred?
Wise does not charge a per-message fee. The library may incur charges from the third-party service it chooses to process and deliver SMS messages.

Patron Privacy
One topic covered concerns patron privacy. Marketing applications often rely on data from patron profiles for messaging and analytics.

As an organization, we take data privacy and security very seriously. Wise is flexible and configurable to support library practices and policies. Additionally, Wise provides library customers with multiple options to manage their own privacy preferences, including the ability to enable a “transaction block” that anonymizes transactions after a 60-day period. This time period allows the library a window to rectify any circulation issues that arise, such as damaged items.

Wise displays customer lists only in aggregate. It does not display individual customer names inside Wise, and it sends only to customers who are opted in to receive promotional communications.

Describe what elements from the patron record of the ILS are incorporated into the application.
For customers who have opted in, the customer record is available for selection and use in engagement interactions. Potential selections include age, home branch, birth month, customer type, number of loans per year, and borrowing history.

Is there an opt-in mechanism to enable transfer of patron data?
Since the full breadth of community engagement features are completely integrated in Wise, no customer data needs to be transferred into or out of the service. Customers may opt in or opt out of marketing activities conducted by the library.

Is there an opt-out mechanism to disable transfer of patron data?
Since the full breadth of community engagement features are completely integrated in Wise, no customer data needs to be transferred into or out of the service. Customers may opt in or opt out of marketing activities conducted by the library.
Which is used by default?
Currently, new customers are automatically opted in to receive marketing communications; however, they can be opted out at any time.

How does the application handle patron borrowing history?
Wise empowers creation of targeted customer lists using more than 100 criteria, including transaction history, event attendance, and demographic information like age and branch location. Given that Wise uses customer transaction data in real time, it can be a more accurate predictor of interest than third-party analysis tools. Borrowing history criteria can be used to select customers who have borrowed specific titles or authors or who have borrowed material from particular genres or subjects. Aggregate and anonymized transaction history is stored so the system can evaluate and identify usage trends to produce reports that make recommendations to library staff and to support marketing. The system provides access controls to ensure only appropriate library staff have access to the customer record and personally identifiable information.

What other data sources are incorporated into personalization or analytics?
Wise can track data for opted-in customers based on activity, including all circulation data, materials, program attendance, use of computers during library visits, etc. Wise also provides “Areas of Interest” that are customizable by the library that allow customers to note their individual preferences for some communications. Data from EZproxy and website logs are not used for community engagement purposes.

Collection Analysis

Does the application have a collection analysis component (assesses collection holdings relative to patron interests)?
Wise includes a fully integrated collection analysis component. Fueled by customer behavioral data, Wise delivers meaningful insights about how to best evolve library collections to reflect the needs and preferences of the community. This collection management approach combines internal expertise with evidence-based advice about what to keep, buy, move, and replace in real time. It is completely configurable by the library, so collection development staff can adapt their own usage over time to reflect the needs of individual branches. Libraries no longer need to schedule costly weeding or evaluation events. With Wise, collection development activities become a streamlined and organic part of ongoing workflows, tailoring the collection to the community’s needs over time.

Wise can make collection development decisions based on general policies set by the library and real-time analytics of a collection’s usage. This will automatically determine:

- Which subject areas need new titles
- Which titles need more copies
- Which copies need to change location in a branch, a library, a consortium
- Which copies need to be weeded

This results in:

- More effective use of a library’s staff time
- More effective use of a library’s space
- Less grubby, more attractive appearance of materials
- Better overall performance of a library’s collection because it is balanced based on actual use
- Ability to make evidence-based decisions about how to grow or not grow the collection
- More information that can be used to improve programming and meet community needs

Wise continuously analyzes the usage of the library’s collection in accordance with each location’s profile. Lists are generated weekly that:

- Designate items to be sent to another location or removed from the collection
- Provide suggestions for titles that need additional copies or subject areas that need additional titles
- Report on performance of materials so that policy settings can be adjusted if necessary

Once the criteria are set up, material that should be considered for floating to another branch or inspected for repair, replacement, or weeding will be identified in a weekly items action list, which is generated from within the staff interface. This list can be organized in walking order to save staff time and hassle when gathering the items.

Wise goes beyond optimizing the collection; it evolves with the community because it’s based on how people use the collection and how they engage with the library. It can be transformative. Along with staff expertise, the system provides weekly guidance with simple steps. And the system gets smarter over time as more data is collected, so trends turn into effective change that helps meet specific community needs.

Personalization

If the application uses topic or subject personalization, how are these categories determined?
Customers can subscribe to interest profiles based on categories defined by the library. Subscribing to a profile alerts a customer when new materials are added to the collection that align with the customer’s
individual preferences. Library staff can also notify customers about events and programs related to these topics through the integrated community engagement features. These profiles are customizable and can change over time, allowing libraries to best reflect the evolving interests of specific customers and the broader community.

**What types of campaigns are supported?**

In addition to sending one-off e-mails, Wise allows libraries to create automated campaigns that send a series of e-mail messages at intervals defined by the library. These campaigns can be activated by various system triggers (e.g., new registration or lapsed registration) or can be applied to lists of customers selected using combinations of more than a hundred qualifying criteria like age, birth date, borrowing history, location, ticket purchases, or whether they have written reviews on the site. Robust analytics support measuring campaign success and learnings for future refinement.

Wise includes integrated newsletter creation and management functionality—with options for segmentation, including general audiences or arranged around specific interest areas or customer groups. Additionally, individual newsletter articles may be leveraged in multiple newsletters and saved for later use.

Customers sign up to receive various newsletters via their online accounts, and community members who are not registered library users can also sign up for newsletters in other ways.

**Online Registration**

**How does the online registration validate residency or other requirements?**

Customers can create a library account online. The library has two choices to validate residency. The library can either add an address block stating that the customer should verify their address by coming to the library or assign a temporary card. The latter allows customers to start using e-resources immediately before verifying their address at the library.

**ILS Circulation Notice Replacement**

**Can the application replace the standard messaging functions of the circulation module of the ILS, such as sending notices for overdue items, hold notifications, almost-due notifications?**

As a holistic system, Wise can automate messages to inform customers on overdue items, hold notifications, and almost-due notifications, leveraging the circulation data within the system.

**External Data Sources**

**Can the application use external data sets in its marketing analysis or analytics, such as census data or other sources of demographic data?**

Wise does not currently incorporate external data sets or web usage statistics into its data, with the exception of customer interactions with marketing. The use of services that include third-party data have sparked intense discussion within libraries and their communities. OCLC continues to engage with library leaders and the broader community to understand if and how third-party data can properly be used to inform engagement strategies.

**Customer Relationship Management Integration**

**Does the application make use of a third-party customer CRM?**

Wise includes an extensive customer database and features customer relationship management functionality. Wise integrates and manages many different roles a customer may have, such as a library user, a recipient of a targeted newsletter, and/or a participant in a book club. The system assigns and maintains this data centrally and securely.

Within customer records, Wise provides the ability to store a variety of documents related to the customer. These could include makerspace use agreements, forms related to summer reading programs, applications to exhibit artwork, and much more. Also within the customer record, library staff can record interactions with customers over time. Among other uses, this feature can be employed as an incident tracking solution.

**How Many Libraries Have Implemented Your Solution?**

Since launching Wise in the US, we have been joined by nine libraries (more than 80 branches) that recognize the value of putting community first. Six have implemented Wise to date, and three more are in the implementation process set to launch later in 2021 or early in 2022.

Additionally, several hundred libraries use Wise in Europe, either as single institutions or as regional consortia. In the Netherlands, for example, Wise is the market-leading solution being used by more than 75% of public libraries, 109 libraries, in the country. In Belgium, 210 libraries in Flanders are live with Wise, and all 315 public libraries there will be implemented in the coming months.

**Innovative Vega Library Experience Platform**

Innovative Interfaces, a major company offering technology products and services, has developed a new suite of patron interfaces and services for public libraries using its Polaris or Sierra integrated library system. Innovative Interfaces, Inc., was founded in 1978 by Jerry Kline and Steve Silberstein. Its ILS products have evolved through multiple generations of technology, progressing from INNOPAC, to Millennium, and finally to Sierra, introduced in 2011.
In 2014 Innovative acquired Polaris, an integrated library system developed primarily for public libraries and implemented in the United States and Canada. Innovative was acquired by ProQuest in 2020 and shortly began a new development initiative that resulted in the creation of the Vega Library eXperience platform, a set of modern interfaces and services that can be implemented by libraries using Sierra or Polaris. The initial module of the platform, Vega Discovery, provided a modern discovery interface. The company continues to develop additional modules of the Vega LX platform.

The Vega LX suite works with Innovative's Sierra or Polaris integrated library system and cannot currently be used by libraries using other ILS products. Vega Discovery replaces or supplements the library’s current catalog or discovery interface, such as Encore, WebPac PRO, or Polaris PowerPAC.

Vega was featured in the March 2021 issue of Smart Libraries Newsletter:

Vega was developed as a modern suite of cloud-based services implemented through software-as-a-service. It follows patterns of software development for current-day projects, not tied to legacy architectures. It is deployed through Amazon Web Services and a technology stack based on industry-standard components able to scale to meet the performance demands of a global customer base and to support rapid product development.

Aaron Terrell, Innovative's vice president of engineering, describes the general technical design of Vega:

Vega's architecture implements a tiered microservice architecture with separation between user interfaces (UI) and business logic. Web applications are designed to be responsive, with user testing and accessibility sourced requirements incorporated into designs. Data access is controlled by APIs across Vega’s multiple services. Each service has a dedicated database. An API gateway unifies the programmatic interface to Vega, with authentication and authorization controls implemented at the gateway and within services. Vega has tight integrations with the supported underlying ILS systems (Polaris and Sierra), emphasizing strong interoperability without tight coupling where possible. This allows the ILS to maintain authority on system objects while Vega focuses on new and rich experiences.

Innovative plans an additional set of applications for the Vega platform. Forthcoming modules include:

- **Interact**: Enables the library to communicate directly to patrons through notifications and alerts. This messaging would be triggered by temporal circumstances, such as initial registration or renewal, or generated according to areas of interest.
- **Promote**: Supports a library’s marketing campaigns through the generation of messaging to selected groups of patrons. A library would take advantage of these automated marketing capabilities to promote events, highlight collections, engage in fundraising or other activities.
- **Program**: Features an event management and room booking module with integrated patron communications and streamlined workflows for scheduling, program descriptions, and promotion.
- **Analyze**: Provides the statistics, reports, and analytics libraries need to assess the effectiveness of their programs, collections, and other services.

**VENDOR RESPONSES**

How Is Your Marketing Application Offered?
The Vega Library Experience (LX) platform is a suite of modules that provide an end-to-end experience for libraries through seamless integration with the Sierra and Polaris ILSs.

Which ILS Products Does Your Product Support?
Vega LX currently supports Polaris and Sierra.

Included or Optional Components

- Event management system? Yes.
- Room booking application? Yes.
- Patron registration service? Yes.
- Analytics and data visualizations? Yes.
  - Messaging/marketing performance? Yes.
  - Library use analytics (describe general categories of library activities covered)? Yes.

Vega LX takes an expansive view of patron engagement, focusing on all interactions with patrons, including both those initiated by the user and those initiated by the library. Vega LX is composed of the following five modules:

- **Vega Discover**—A modern search experience for public library patrons with a simple user interface that displays accurate and relevant search results, with the option to digitally browse related resources, authors, topics, and featured showcases. Patrons can also manage and use e-books and audiobooks through the interface.
- **Vega Interact**—A communications tool for one-on-one patron conversations that includes bidirectional information sharing so staff can respond to questions and listen to individual patrons through their preferred communication channel whether it be text, chat, social media, or PDA integration (e.g., Alexa skill).
**Vega Promote**—A fresh approach to digital marketing with our “one-to-many” approach where library staff can send targeted and relevant communications to all patrons or audience segments across multiple communication channels. Additional features include website building and donor management.

**Vega Program**—A programming and event solution that helps you not only manage your offerings more effectively, but tightly integrate them with other more traditional library resources. Additional features include a room-booking application.

**Vega Analyze**—An analytics platform that provides business intelligence and predictive capabilities through data visualizations across Vega modules to support the modern library.

Each module can be purchased individually or grouped with other modules. Vega Connect is sold with each module to support the connection between the ILS and Vega:

- **Vega Connect**—The platform that powers Vega with the BIBFRAME-based Context Engine, Vega Universal Messaging Service, Email Design tool, circulation notices, and patron journeys for registration and renewal.

**Implementation Process**

**Please describe the general steps involved with implementing your solution, such as configuration, ILS integration, data transfers, etc.**

Innovative provides comprehensive professional services covering all aspects of implementation. Innovative’s Professional Services team uses proven methods, tools, and approaches to ensure the implementation is successful, including library staff training.

For Vega LX, the implementation process includes three phases: project planning, installation, and configuration.

**Services or Tools to Optimize Product Impact**

As part of our implementation process, we plan to offer:

- onboarding, creative, and training services with experts in channel messaging and design best practices,
- monthly consultative services with experts to review engagement results and make adjustments, and
- self-directed get started guides.

Promote and Interact are designed to offer a templated approach to digital marketing and communications that guides library staff through the setup and use of common campaigns and interactions. These templates serve as intuitive starting points for libraries.

We also offer advanced marketing and website design services for libraries that want to go beyond the templates and need additional support to do so. Innovative is partnering with a leading creative agency for digital services that specializes in public campaigns to offer this personalized support to libraries.

**What channels does the application use for distribution of messages to recipients?**

Vega LX takes an expansive view of patron engagement, focusing on all interactions with patrons, including both those initiated by the user and those initiated by the library. We believe engaging users takes more than just e-mail messages. We’re exploring all popular communications channels and can integrate with any service that has an API available. We select communications channels based on feedback from development partners and usage data.

For Vega LX, we have planned:

- E-mail
- SMS messaging
- Mobile push notifications
- Push notification to discovery
- Voice
- Social media channels
- Personal digital assistants (e.g., Amazon Echo)
- Any channel or service that has an API

**Are there per-message charges incurred?**

We believe that libraries need packages that are predictable and stable to better support their planning and budget processes. Our packages are designed around the purchase of a Vega module. We offer base and premium packages to allow different libraries to find something that fits their needs. While less popular features and communication channels may cost extra, none of our pricing relates to per-message use.

**Patron Privacy**

As the supplier of both the integrated library system (ILS) and the library marketing and patron engagement technologies, we use the ILS as the database of record. The patron data resides within one secure ecosystem across our integrated systems.

**Our approach to patron privacy:**

As personalized services become increasingly popular and necessary to create a superior patron experience, we remain committed to protecting patron privacy and offering both patrons and libraries choices to opt in to such services. Innovative is taking every precaution to ensure that user data is not shared beyond the original transaction. Innovative adheres to the library community’s practical guidelines for dealing with privacy issues.
issues in libraries, particularly those issues relating to digital privacy, including the ALA Privacy Guidelines and the National Information Standards Organization (NISO). Similar to the personalized features in Polaris, Vega has options for both the library and the patron to choose what data-sharing features they opt in to.

There are many state-of-the-art security mechanisms in place at Innovative, including Transport Layer Security (TLS) encryption of customer information, search queries, and other confidential data. We have always relied on pre-encoded digital rights management (DRM) to secure our data; Vega uses Secure HTTP (HTTP over TLS or HTTPS) to encrypt the transport of content. This helps protect member privacy, particularly when the network is insecure—ensuring that the library members are safe from eavesdropping by anyone who might want to record their research or preferences.

There's no patron privacy if your data isn't secure: While many conversations focus on patron privacy, they often overlook data security. Patron privacy can be ensured only if the data is also secure. To demonstrate our commitment to patron privacy and security, Innovative has achieved the following certifications: ISO 27001, ISO 27017, and ISO 27018.

- ISO 27001 is the best-known certification for information security management system (ISMS) standards and is internationally recognized as a top tier certification. The scope of Innovative’s certification covers the ISMS supporting the hosted and cloud infrastructure managed by Innovative’s Cloud Operations team.
- ISO 27017 sets additional standards on information security management for cloud service providers and users to reduce the risk of security problems.
- ISO 27018 is an addendum to ISO 27001. It gives specific guidance to cloud service providers (CSPs) acting as processors of personally identifiable information (PII) on assessing risks and implementing state-of-the-art controls for protecting PII.

What other data sources are incorporated into personalization or analytics? Our goal is to integrate as many data sources as possible through the use of APIs. When APIs are not available, we may bring in other data for personalization and analytics. Examples of planned integrations include the items above and others.

Collection Analysis
Does the application have a collection analysis component (assesses collection holdings relative to patron interests)?

Yes, Innovative's solutions include this today in Polaris and Decision Center for Sierra.

Personalization
If the application uses topic or subject personalization, how are these categories determined?

- Manually set by patron? Patrons can opt in to share preferences by manually selecting from a set number of options. The library can opt in to additional options that infer information from previous use of the library site.

What types of campaigns are supported?

- Welcome messages for newly registered patrons? Yes.
- Messages for lapsed patrons? Yes.
- Messages promoting library programs or events? Yes.
- Generation of library newsletters—general? Yes.
- Specialized newsletters or brochures? Yes.

Vega Promote allows the library to set up active campaigns and send other personalized promotions. We offer templated options for patron registration, patron renewal, anniversary celebrations, and other common library campaigns. Every library serves a unique community, and they have the flexibility to create any campaign that supports their needs. Whether it's makerspace offerings, children's programs, fundraising, or something we've never thought of, libraries have the ability to create custom campaigns. For libraries that purchase Promote and Program, there will be direct connections to help the library market its events.

Online Registration
How does the online registration validate residency or other requirements? The software validates that the address itself is valid and properly formatted. Libraries have the flexibility to set up custom processes to handle online registration in a way that complies with their local policies.

ILS Circulation Notice Replacement
Can the application replace the standard messaging functions of the circulation module of the ILS, such as sending notices for overdue items, hold notifications, almost-due notifications? Yes, Vega Connect includes an e-mail design tool and templated circulation messages to give libraries more attractive, informative, and customizable messages for patrons.

External Data Sources
Can the application use external data sets in its marketing analysis or analytics, such as census...
data or other sources of demographic data? This is planned for future developments.

Customer Relationship Management Integration

Does the application make use of a third-party customer CRM? As the supplier of both the integrated library system (ILS) and the library marketing and patron engagement technologies, we use the ILS as the database of record. Vega LX transforms your existing ILS into a customer relationship management system.

How Many Libraries Have Implemented Your Solution?
We have approximately 45 libraries involved with the Vega Library Experience (LX) platform.

Gale Engage

Gale provides a wide variety of content and technology products and services for libraries and is part of Cengage, a major publisher of textbooks and digital learning materials. The company introduced Gale Engage to help libraries with patron engagement and marketing in November 2019. Gale introduced a related product, Gale Analytics on Demand, in 2014 as a tool to enhance library patron data with external sources, US census data, and the Mosaic segmentation services from Experian.

Gale Engage provides a variety of analytical and reporting features to help a library better understand the characteristics of its patron community and its performance or impact. The product can create lists of patrons by segment but relies on external tools for message creation and distribution. Gale Engage works with any major integrated library system and does not replace the ILS or the library’s catalog or discovery interfaces.

The general characteristics of Gale Engage and Gale Analytics are described in press announcements. Description from Gale press release:

Gale Engage provides:

Data Synthesis: Upload disparate data files from various vendors (i.e., SirsiDynix, RBdigital, and others) and system data. Customized scripts take raw data and visually display cohesive metrics.

Customizable Dashboard and Visual Reporting: Ready-to-use visualizations allow users to view trends and key performance indicators to design goals around data, manage reports more efficiently, and make better decisions. The dashboard also aligns circulation to IMLS benchmark data, enabling library staff to see performance against the greater library field.

Patron Groups: Cardholders are categorized into groups based on their interests—with automatic and custom tagging options—allowing for more relevant communications.

Email Targeting: Email campaigns can be easily managed by connecting Gale Engage to an email marketing system like MailChimp, or by exporting lists of patron groups for use through the library’s preferred email tool.

Social Media Management: Post to multiple library social media accounts for Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest as well as track key metrics, directly from the Gale Engage dashboard.

Privacy by Design: Gale Engage is compliant with relevant field practices and uses end-to-end encryption to protect patron privacy and personally identifiable information (PII).

A related product, Gale Analytics, gives libraries insight into library impact through methodologies that include blending library data with external demographic data sets. From a press release:

Gale Analytics easily merges libraries’ integrated library system (ILS) data with Mosaic segmentation from Experian and other datasets. Using interactive dashboards in Tableau Reader, users can segment households based on demographic and lifestyle criteria—drilling down into rich visuals, dynamic maps and downloadable custom mailing lists based on segmentation.

Gale Analytics’ new interactive dashboards include:

Gale Analytics: Community Insights: Segments households in a library’s service area (patrons and non-patrons) based on interest, income, presence of children and allows libraries to build custom marketing lists with a household address or email. As change happens over time, libraries can better understand and visualize their community’s current library activity and how to effectively meet their needs. Dashboard controls allow for more dynamic analysis and customized output.

Gale Analytics: Digital Collections: Blends eBook and audiobook vendor data with segmentation and lifestyle data to provide demographic insight into who the library is serving and how to better inform collection development. Whether analyzing by genre or household type, this dashboard helps libraries understand not only what is being checked out, but by what segments, when, how often and more.

Gale Analytics: Physical Collections: Combines checkout data from a library’s ILS with segmentation and lifestyle data to assess how their community is using print resources. Many existing collection analysis tools provide only basic insight into the number of checkouts by genre or format. Whether analyzing by genre or household type,
this dashboard helps libraries understand not only what is being checked out, but by what segments, when, how often and more.

**Gale Analytics: Patron Insights:** Segments patrons (at the household level) based on interest, income, technology use, presence of children and more. As change happens over time, your library can uncover the types of patrons your library attracts, as well as the types of users that need better outreach.

**Gale Analytics: Branches:** Tracks cardholder activity across various branches in a single library system. This dashboard provides insight into where and how individual consumer types are engaging with the library system. The resulting analysis allows staff to tailor materials, programs, services and outreach, as well as provides a holistic view of home-branch, non-home and multi-branch use.

---

**VENDOR RESPONSES**

How Is Your Marketing Application Offered?
Both Gale Engage and Gale Analytics are stand-alone, subscription-based platforms that function independently of any other platform or software solution.

Which ILS Products Does Your Product Support?
Both Gale Analytics and Gale Engage are ILS-agnostic; the Engage platform is built to accommodate any consistent data structure output and use for analysis, marketing, and visualization. Gale Analytics uses structured data extracted from any ILS to provide mapping and demographic analysis of patrons and non-patrons.

Included or Optional Components
Gale Engage provides many data visualizations based on data ingested to allow for understanding of library performance and usage. Categories included can be physical materials circulation, e-book usage, program attendance, transaction trends, and PC reservation statistics. Gale Analytics analyzes genre and category information on physical and digital resources as well.

Implementation Process

**Please describe the general steps involved with implementing your solution, such as configuration, ILS integration, data transfers, etc.**
Gale Engage setup might involve API configuration to an ILS, mail client, or social media platforms.

The setup and training process for Gale Analytics and Gale Engage is included in the subscription cost. We work with libraries on developing a Success Plan to ensure the tools support their specific goals. Our goal is to help make the process of working with data approachable, actionable, and impactful.

Services or Tools to Optimize Product Impact

**The setup and training process for Gale Analytics and Gale Engage is included in the subscription cost. We work with libraries on developing a Success Plan to ensure the tools support their specific goals. Our goal is to help make the process of working with data approachable, actionable, and impactful.**

What channels does the application use for distribution of messages to recipients? Engage utilizes both an internal e-mail client and the ability to export e-mail addresses to be used with any e-mail program. Gale Analytics outputs e-mail addresses based on data filtering, to then be used with any e-mail program.

Are there per-message charges incurred? No.

Patron Privacy
The library controls what patron data is uploaded to Gale Engage. Only the minimum required PII is collected, and that is encrypted whenever it is uploaded or stored.

The only items of PII that are collected by Engage are the patron’s library barcode identifier and (where available) e-mail address.

Engage never collects or uses personal names or mailing addresses.

How does the application handle patron borrowing history? Gale Engage connects the patron barcode with borrowing history, utilizing only genre and item type, to assist with customized marketing outreach that is based on patron activities.

What other data sources are incorporated into personalization or analytics?

- E-book access (overall or by specific patrons)? Yes.
- Website use logs? No.
- EZproxy or other proxy server logs? Yes.
- Patron participation in library programs from event manager? Yes.

Collection Analysis

Does the application have a collection analysis component (assesses collection holdings relative to patron interests)?
Gale Engage simply ties activities to patrons, which allows the library to market materials and promote programming to those that have shown an interest in these materials previously. While the collection is not analyzed (outside of usage), it is appended to the patrons, while remaining anonymous.
Personalization

Personalization is automated based on checkout/library use activity, by barcode. Library can change how a patron is categorized by number of uses of a genre or item type.

What types of campaigns are supported?

- Welcome messages for newly registered patrons? Yes.
- Messages for lapsed patrons? Yes.
- Messages promoting library programs or events? Yes.

Gale Engage can group or target New Patrons and Expiring Patrons. It also has the capability to create targeted marketing lists based on specific programs, events, or subject interests.

Notes